
TAVO Packaging is recognized and valued as the preferred manufacturer of best-in-class custom folding carton solutions, 
including consumer product package design, cutting, folding and finishing services. In business for nearly four decades,  
TAVO specializes in carton solutions for large-volume customers, with a focus on food service, quick refrigerated/frozen foods 
and quick-serve restaurant industries.

We are known for our consistent reliability and responsiveness; renowned for our high-quality products; and sought after for  
our combination of capabilities and expertise, which gives customers the confidence of an uninterrupted supply chain.

TAVO serves some of the world’s most recognized brands. Having aligned with suppliers of all paperboard grades through  
long-term industry relationships, TAVO uses its buying power to bring customers a competitive price while producing the  
most sustainable, most memorable packaging in the industry.

(215) 428-0900   |   tavopackaging.com

THE BEST IN CUSTOM FOLDING  
CARTON MANUFACTURING™



PRODUCTS
TAVO Packaging produces custom folding cartons for the  
food & beverage, personal care, publishing, confectionary, 
paper and consumer goods industries. We offer a variety  
of carton styles, including windowed, 4 and 6 corner beers, 
straight and reverse tuck, automatic bottom cartons, 
foodservice cartons, clam shells, quick service restaurant 
cartons, as well as many others. We have the capacity to  
supply products locally, nationally and globally.

PACKAGING DESIGN
From full service carton design for new products to  
updated designs to accommodate new marketing 
campaigns, TAVO’s design team supports the entire  
product lifecycle — from launch to package redesign.

WHY CHOOSE TAVO?
Responsiveness and Reliability. We respond with flexibility, 
erasing variables from the supply chain, giving you the freedom 
to focus on what matters most — your business.

Quality. Our rigorous process monitoring and Total Quality 
Management approach enables us to monitor and address  
fixes before products are produced. 

Capabilities and Expertise. We have the capacity for large 
volume production, with extensive warehousing capability, 
in-house design, die shop and plate-making capabilities. 

Technology. We use industry-leading technology using 
CAD equipment, sheet-fed offset and large format web-fed 
flexographic equipment. 

Environmentally-Conscious. We use recyclable, sustainable 
and green materials sourced from credible paper and tree 
farms, and we employee green solutions that contribute to  
a greener planet.
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CONTACT US TODAY AT (215) 428-0900 TO LEARN HOW WE CAN MEET YOUR CUSTOM CARTON FOLDING MANUFACTURING NEEDS.


